The New Ephesus is not a physical place,
it is an ideal explored in paintings.
The New Ephesus is a shared conversation
over bodega coffee or a hand crafted old fashioned.
The New Ephesus is like most things in life worth while,
ephemeral, like a good conversation with an old friend
its only here for a moment.
Citizen of the world, son of San Antonio
and a commuting artisan of New York City, 12 years in.
-Rex Hausmann
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On The New Ephesus
by Rex Hausmann

The New Ephesus started in a physical place – New York City as compared
to ancient Ephesus. One a living city, the other abandoned. Both cities were
founded on trade and commerce. New York was founded by the Dutch, Ephesus by the Ionians. But The New Ephesus has ended up not being a place but
an ideal. The New Ephesus, like the subject of time in New York, is relative.

found at Sardi‘s after a Broadway
show. Visited by my father in 1973
after auditioning for Béjart (Ballet of
the 20th Century) on Broadway only
to be revisited by me in 2018 while
in residence at the Sheene Center
NYC with another Sheene Center
NYC resident who is representing the
Holy Sea to the UN as an interpreter. My father texted me after I sent
him a photo via my phone “hasn’t
changed since 1973!” after seeing
Phantom of the Opera for the first
time (Phantom was amazing by the
way).

Both New York and Ephesus held within them wonders attracting millions
of visitors from every nation. Some of the greatest minds pass and passed
through their harbors. New York City has The New York City Stock Exchange
and the United Nations. Ephesus had its library and four Imperial Temples.
In both New York and Ephesus, the only inevitable thing is change. Ports dry
up, buildings change use. In New York the Saint Denis established in 1853
located at East 11th and Broadway across from Grace Church once hosted US
president Abraham Lincoln. In the Saint Denis Samuel Clemens helped former
President Ulysses S Grant write his memoirs and Alexander Graham Bell made
some of the first phone calls on his new invention “the telephone”. For many
years the French artist Marcel Duchamp held a studio in The Saint Denis. Now,
Saint Denis is being torn down to become a condominium. In Ephesus the
mighty library being one of the seven ancient wonders of the world is now
but a picture frame left behind, a standing wall no longer holding books but
framing the sky, again change is inevitable.
So if the only thing inevitable is change, where do we find this New Ephesus?
We find it in our hearts and minds. We find The New Ephesus in Brooklyn at
Moe’s Dough’s donut shop on Nassau Street in a gourmet donut available
for $1.50 every day 365 days a year. We find The New Ephesus in the shops
windows painted on glass, quirky characters livening a neighborhood’s daily
commute and boosting business according to the owner’s son Sam with Facebook “check in’s” and Instagram posts at the shop. The temporary paintings
on the front window labored over for the price of the materials it cost to make
the window painting possible, that and a box of donuts to take home to share
with friends. We find the New Ephesus in the conversation between a donut
shop owner and his family and an artist and his friends. Sometimes the donut
and coffee is free other times not, it is depends on the day and if the windows
have changed.
The New Ephesus sometimes exists in a physical place. The meetings may be
held in Cafe Sabarsky after a visit to The Met or after seeing “Portrait of Adele
Bloch-Bauer” (1903-1907) by Gustav Klimt or the Palm Court to see Denise
Carson’s paintings “Blue Boy” (2014) in the lobby. The New Ephesus can be
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The New Ephesus’s buildings may be
found in the clouds looking out it
airplane window on flight 2398 from
San Antonio to Newark, the only
nonstop flight from San Antonio to
New York City, a flight I’ve taken for
12 years. It’s found in the Uber driver rides in New York from this place
to that. The New Ephesus is found in
a walk at Fort Washington Park after visiting The Cloisters museum or
walking in the Garment District, or
Time Square after visiting the temporary studio at 257 W 39th Street,
10th floor, studio number 7.
“The New Ephesus”
Rex Hausmann - 2017
Acrylic on canvas and little people
Christian and Sarah Guerra Collection

The New Ephesus is not found in a building, or any one place. For those places
change, The New Ephesus is found in our hearts and minds. It’s in the daily relationships and in Facebook posts. It is found in the meals we share with other
people both cooked ourselves and prepared by others. The New Ephesus is
found in the places we occupy sharing time with the people we are with.
- Rex Hausmann, 2018
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Where the Bridge Began :
Hispanic Society of America
This is a two part spotlight based on
a unique project that evolved out of
some wonderful connections, opportunities and friendships. Hausmann
Millworks spearheaded an exchange
of sorts in January 2017.
An invited group of 24 artists and writers mainly from San Antonio, and with
Hausmann Millworks’ colleagues and
friends from New York NY, Brooklyn
NY, Lawrence KS, Houston TX and Savannah GA spent the week of October
17-21, 2016 in New York, exploring
the collections of the Hispanic Society of America. Founded in 1904, the
Society is the preeminent American
museum and resource for the study of
Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Art and culture, and displays important works by El Greco, Velasquez
and Goya.
The Millworks was invited by the institution, which was providing an indepth discovery of the Society and its
extraordinary art holdings. The Texas/
New York/ Kansas group had the opportunity to take notes, sketch and
create their own art in the Hispanic
Society’s galleries, in an anticipation of
a response themed exhibition back in
Texas.
An exhibition based on the group
members’ experiences were on display
at the Hausmann Millworks during On
and Off Fred Rd Studio Tour Open Studios 2017.
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On
the
Meta:
(an interpretation of John Phillip Santos’ La Ruta de San Pedro)
by Charles A. Massiatte

On the Meta: (an interpretation of
John Phillip Santos’ La Ruta de San
Pedro)
By: Charles A. Massiatte

Las Castas (Mestizaje): We are all hybridized and intertwined...Our mixing has
led to the vanishing point of cultural singularity. The multiplicity is our new
normal; a vortex of swirling language, custom, religio, victuals, sufferings and
futurities.

Los Manantiales (Water from
the Earth): My mother’s waters
were calmly dissected that I may
be brought forth into the world,
straight into the incubator within the
hallowed halls of Methodist Hospital
sometime in the early 80s.

Crossed Swords & Treaty (Legacies of Conflict & Peace Making): Member
when DJ quick said San Antonio was jus lyke Compton? Now the new opioid
wars leave bodies in the streets ala Battle of the Alamo. Will we ever have a
treaty addressing spatial inequality?
Dee @ Asel’s on Main - 36yrs in.

Cancion y Espectaculo (Arts & Entertainment):
George went Strait up to Amarillo, from San Antone, Jennifer Lopez and Edward James Olmos ate the #3 dinner at Karam’s surrounded by giant stone
Olmec visages breathing and staring. Flaco’s fingers moved up and down a
German squeezebox blaring emitting layers of conflicting and enrapturing
sonics, the people danced as though they were all comets.			
		

The Heron (Place of Origins): Familia
used to gather together: NISD school
teachers, little Suzie homemakers,
Cotulla Cowboys, Southside machos, cock fighters—decedents of
bandits.

The Train (Industry & Commerce): We don’t want to be like Austin. We don’t
want to be like Austin. We don’t want to be like Austin.

Anti-thesis: On my Mother’s side, My Great Great Grandfather fled his own
hacienda from fear of Pancho Villa. On my Father’s side, my Great Great Uncles
and Aunts smuggled ammunition to Villa’s army. Existential crisis confirmed.

Ciudad Cosmica (Mestizo Park &
the Future): It was only a matter of
time for San Anto to become the
city that embodies the world. A supernal body, with its nucleus scattered and relative, leaping, at once
from the Pearl, to Culebra, back up
to Terrell Hills back down 410 to 151
to Northwest military highway, back
into my head through my fingers and
into this writ.

Sacred Earth Hill & Sky (The Wild): Our foggy heaven: the new fog. A type of
cosmic cloak seeking to sheathe us from the shame of our pasts or the elations of tomorrow?
Nogales y Pescados (Pecans & Fish/ Sustenance): Whenever I eat at Mi Tierra,
among the mirrors and colors, I feel as though I am dining within a question.
Who’s Tierra is it really?
Los Antepasados (Ancestors): My early family came from France and Mexico, they drank alcohol, fired guns, rolled tobacco and cannabis cigarillos and
ground their flesh into the dirt for gold…the sacrifices for later iterations of
the same cycles.
Footprints (Migrations): We came from Valley Hi, until the gunshots became
more frequent and vibrant. Then we suburbanized ourselves into the laze of
the far northwest side nestled against Sea World.

If I am to embody a city that embodies the world, then my every word
is a testimonio, made flesh, a new
body, with a new heavens; a new la
ciudad cosmica. Final inquiry: Why is
chamoy the same color as blood?
Chamoy City Limits

Las Jacalas (First Dwellings): No more Mercado Mall. Wonderland disappeared.
Zoo Skylifts? At least we can go to Luby’s for double mac!
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Myths (Pre-New York & Sheen)
by Rex Hausmann

The New Ephesus is the world we find with the people we are with, in the
place we find it.
This is The New Ephesus, a series of works that goes into The History of Rome
as seen in New York City. Transposing ancient history with a living city....
among a city that literally froze in time, or as was referred to in a book “the
city that simply ceased to exist”. Ephesus, being the ancient city where the
library of Ephesus was.... and New York City being a city center of the world.
I say “city center” not “The City Center” for there are only “centers” now
(plural), not a “center”.
I’m starting the series in “Myths”... but these are “New Myths”... what if
Romulus didn’t kill Remus? In the founding of Rome... what if cultures mixed
with Myths,
The tiger you see jumping out of the water is another story, or “Myth”... like
the story of Masamune and Muramasa.... read and enjoy! This deals with
Ethics and Ideas.
Legends of Masamune and Muramasa
A legend tells of a test where Muramasa challenged his master, Masamune,
to see who could make a finer sword. They both worked tirelessly and eventually, when both swords were finished, they decided to test the results. The
contest was for each to suspend the blades in a small creek with the cut-

“Romulus: The Brother of Remus Who Learned to Live with His Brother”
Rex Hausmann - 2017 - Acrylic and ink on canvas - 36” x 36”
Don Dougless Collection
“Because We Can and We Did S.P.Q.R.”
Rex Hausmann 2017 - Acrylic on canvas with
San Antonio tile - 60” x 45”
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ting edge facing the current. Muramasa’s sword, the Juuchi Yosamu (“10,000
Cold Nights”) cut everything that passed its way; fish, leaves floating down
the river, the very air which blew on it. Highly impressed with his pupil’s work,
Masamune lowered his sword, the Yawarakai-Te (“Tender Hands”), into the
current and waited patiently. Only leaves were cut. However, the fish swam
right up to it, and the air hissed as it gently blew by the blade. After a while,
Muramasa began to scoff at his master for his apparent lack of skill in the
making of his sword. Smiling to himself, Masamune pulled up his sword, dried
it, and sheathed it. All the while, Muramasa was heckling him for his sword’s
inability to cut anything. A monk, who had been watching the whole ordeal,
walked over and bowed low to the two sword masters. He then began to
explain what he had seen.
“The first of the swords was by all accounts a fine sword, however it is a
blood-thirsty, evil blade, as it does not discriminate as to who or what it will
cut. It may just as well be cutting down butterflies as severing heads. The second was by far the finer of the two, as it does not needlessly cut that which is
innocent and undeserving.”

“Notes on St. Denis: St. Denis on the Mind”
Rex Hausmann - Ink on paper - 11” x 17”
Christian and Sarah Guerra Collection

When I am in New York, for the residency, I will be writing a story in paintings
and social interactions.... a kind of story of the past 11 years in New York...
and will be makeing work. I think I will be focusing on my friends and the

“Shewolf of Rome”
Rex Hausmann - 2017 - Acrylic on canvas with San Antonio Tile
52” x 72” - Clark Collection
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places I visit and have visited with them as “The New Ephesus”... as said by
one of my profs while I was in Grad School.
“I would be inclined to draw some distinctions and define the thresholds more
... modernity, modernity, post modernity and post post modernity (political,
cultural, scientific, and technological trajectories) and the responses to those
via the humanities in art and literature... these conditions overlap. Modernity
still lives in post modernity. Realizing that brings us to Meta-modernity and
Meta-modernism’s response.... a meta-modernist is someone who believes in
something meaningful even as we face the issues of the inhuman. You are a
meta modernist, making no bones about it, its what you are and do.” - Prof
Steve Knudsen (Prof Savannah College of Art and Design Savannah, GA, Art
Pulse Magazine).
... let us see what we will find!
Residency April - May 2018 at
The Sheen Center, New York, NY

“Remus: The Brother of Romulus, But in This Story He Didn’t Die”
Rex Hausmann - 2017 - Acrylic on canvas with tile and paper - 34” x 55”
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The Odeon - Moe’s Donuts
by Rex Hausmann

I use my art to reach out to people, to spread the word: my stories and
ideas are transmitted through paintings.
When I was 18 years old, I started my painting
career in restaurants, coffee shops, and libraries.
These venues provided the opportunity to practice,
share, and talk about art with other people. Here’s a
recent example: I was in New York this year on Easter Sunday and before heading to church a friend
and I stopped at Moe’s Doughs, a family-owned donut shop in Brooklyn. In conversation with Moe, it
came up that I was a painter. Moe’s daughter asked
“Do you paint windows?” My response was “perhaps” which I delivered rather unenthusiastically
because, although I have done window painting,
my last window was painted a long, long time ago
when my immediate goal was to obtain funds to
get to Florence. As I said, that was a long, long time
ago. At that moment, however, in talking to Moe,
God says to me “Stay humble and just listen” so
my response was... “Tell me more”. In prayer I had asked God for inspiration
for my paintings on this trip and I realized then that Moe’s need for a painter
was the proverbial opportunity knocking on the door. (See “Moe’s Dough’s
Brooklyn”, attached in Portfolio section)
The next day I arrived at 3 o’clock energized, inspired, and ready to paint.
Moe was surprised that I actually showed up. As I started painting the mural,
I could see Moe watching me work. The expression on his face went from curiosity to observation to excitement. He loved what
he saw. As customers came and went, he continued to watch my progress through the store’s security camera. About halfway through, Moe grabbed
his iPad and walked out on the street, taking photos of the window murals in progress. I could hear
his wife shout over the iPad facetime with enjoyment at what she was seeing. “Add something at
the bottom!” she said, and I added “Have A Great
Day Brooklyn” under the giant flying donut. Later,
Moe’s six-year-old son came bouncing down the
street. I learned quickly that Little Moe, even at
that young age, was already an experienced window painter, having helped his dad and the regular
painter on numerous occasions.
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“Donut Tire”
Rex Hausmann - 2013
Wood, paint, tire - 33” x 33” x 7”

I remember specifically when Little Moe jokingly said “I’m the number
one artist, you’re the number two artist” after a passersby commented on
how well he was doing with the drawing of sprinkles on the donuts that I
had painted on the glass. It was a delight having that enthusiastic kiddo work
side-by-side with me. Just as delightful was seeing the father’s pride in his son’s
artistic talent. When the work was completed, the big smile on Moe’s face was
as large as a kid’s smile in a candy shop. I couldn’t help but think this is how
we look to God (The Painter with the Grand Plan) and us (the “Number One
Artists”) filling in the sprinkles on His Creation Masterpiece.
Moe asked me, “How much do I owe you?” I replied, “This is a gift for
Easter. You don’t owe me anything.” To this he said, “I am an Arab and Muslim. I must pay you; I must.” I answered; “I’m an American and a Christian and
it’s Easter. I’m very thankful because a very important man in my hometown
bought one of my paintings recently, so I don’t need to charge you anything.
This is my Easter gift to you.” To which he replied, “God be praised. Our usual
window painter didn’t show up. And people like our window a lot. Then you
came in. God is good.” His daughter then gave me the biggest box of donuts I
have ever seen. I took them home and shared them with my host’s roommates
in Brooklyn. It was a good day. A day full of donuts and small things. This is
how to spread the gospel and love and kindness, just like we see in the words
of St Francis.
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Sheen NYC
by Gabriel Delgado

The New Ephesus is not
a place, as dictated by
historic and geological
locations, but an ever-evolving ephemeral concept juxtaposed
with personal identity
and growth.
The concept of artistic
and personal growth is
derived from the exploration of oneself within
the current contexts of
one’s identity. The role
of our unique identity
is an abstract theory,
which in itself can only
be evaluated by perceiving an individuals
role in the environment
in which they exist. As
individuals, our socially-perceived notions are
dominated by our many roles: Father,
Mother, Brother, Sister, Friend, Foe,
Guardian, Mentor, Stranger, Partner,
Leader, Follower, Instructor, Student,
among infinitely others. The “New”
Ephesus, you see, is not one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, not
a passage in The Gospel of John, but
an individual’s pure existence in this
world, or the next, and their cognitive
actions, dialogues and discussions, and
engagements that affect the world
around them.
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“Double Duomo Sunrise” Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Acrylic on canvas - 144” x 84”
Christian and Sarah Guerra Collection
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From an artistic point of view, this meta-modern aesthetic is less visual and more ultra conceptual via personal
cognizance. The nature of the artists in the New Ephesus is the living and breathing component of a universal
continuum. The end result is the visual, the evidence of
the interaction, the experience, and the cause and effect
pendulum we all create during our daily experiences. The
pendulum of back and forth conversation, of back and
forth understanding of unique perspectives, of back and
forth words, thoughts, and actions that continue to create
momentum in this realm of existential social structures.
Spiritually, The New Ephesus is in our hearts, in our minds,
and in the places we are as we share “time” (a valuable
abstract concept) with the people we know and love.
Chronologically, The New Ephesus is in each new day, in
the endless possibilities in honoring those who have come
before us – Art Historically but also genealogical.
Ephemerally, The New Ephesus is in the light refraction,
both in the external world of perceived color spectrums,
but also in the inner reaches of one’s own transcendent
nature – the inner light that guides our spirit.

“Study of Light According to Abott Suger”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Acrylic on board
11” x 14” - Howard Collection

“The Morgan Library Sketch” Rex Hausmann 2018
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The New Ephesus cradles the notion that the most valuable things in life
are by naturally ephemeral: Relationships, lifespans, sunsets, moment, and
thoughts–intangible and tangible.
The role of the artist in The New Ephesus cannot be static, but ever evolving. They are documenting experiences, family, friends, journeys, moments,
thoughts, and much more.

“He no longer dreamed of storms, nor of women, nor of great occurrences, nor of great fish,
nor fights, nor contests of strength, nor of his
wife. He only dreamed of places now and the
lions on the beach.”
- Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the Sea

From art historically derived sketches to in-the-moment doodles, all and
everything is relevant. Visual concepts are driven by the experiences
of eating pizza with family, eating
doughnuts with friends, walking to
the park, spending time at a library.
Nothing is irrelevant, it cannot be, it
needs to be understood, life itself in
all its glory, trivialness, banality, and
uncertainty is the pure and honest
influence and driving force in the art
making process….All of it….. Good
and bad….
Gabriel Delgado
Assistant Director
ROSENBAUM
CONTEMPORARY
BOCA RATON GALLERY
150 Yamato Road, Boca Raton, FL
33431

“He Drempt of Lions: Remus”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Paint on paper
9” x 11” - Woolfolk Collection
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“He Drempt of Lions: Romulus”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Paint on paper
9” x 11” - Laijas-Szeman Collection
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“St. Denis: The View of St. Denis from Grace Church”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - 10” x 14” - Howard Collection
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Visitors & Adventures
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“Red Lion”
Rex Hausmann - 2018
Acrylic on canvas w/ metal plate
72” x 60”
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Challenge: The Red Lion
by Ellie Grix

“We have to turn this thing around. I can’t look at it
any more.”

I never asked Rex about the shooting even though we were living in the same
city when it happened. I never pressed him for the details of the event and I
still haven’t. If I consider myself an art historian, do I have a right to know?
I know every detail of the bus accident that injured Frida Kahlo, but I don’t
know what happened the night my friend was shot. I’ve read innumerable
articles about the physical and mental ailments of great artists. I can point to
the works of art given in evidence for van Gogh’s breakdown, Gentileschi’s
assault, Toulouse-Lautrec’s diminutive stature, and I can neatly divide Chuck
Close’s oeuvre into the works made before and after his sudden paralysis.

Every surface in Rex’s studio is covered in art, all in progressive states of completion for his show, “The New
Ephesus.” The walls are bright with warm pastels and
snappy primary colors, all radiating around firmly optimistic subject matter: churches, trees, colorful windows
and frosted donuts. Cheerful little sprinkles are scattered on most of the drawings and paintings, especially
the three-paneled Duomo Double Sunrise which covers the entire left wall (“Careful opening the door!” he
warns me as I walk in). Noisy, happy, sunrise and candy
colors seem to adorn each wall except one.
On the right side of the studio a large canvas leans. It
is dominantly orange, almost monochrome, but not Rex’s usual sunny sherbet
orange: this painting is a hot, intense vermillion. Harsh strokes of black paint
slash across the canvas to form the face of a snarling lion. Its yellow eyes
are burning bright and a golden bar separates the canvas into two sections,
cutting the lion’s face vertically between its eyes. Its eyes are aggressive and
unflinching and I certainly don’t blame Rex for wanting to turn the thing to
the wall.
Rex and I lift the painting - me delicately, grasping only the back stretchers as
I was taught at a formal internship, him roughly, clutching the side and front
of the artwork as I was always warned not to - and we cautiously step around
the studio, trying to find a way to rotate the wide canvas 180 degrees in a studio barely longer than its dimensions. We were eventually able to set the canvas back on the ground with the lion snarling at the wall instead of its maker.
“Much better.”
Rex had mentioned that the painting was in response to the time he was
shot. I asked no questions beyond that. While checking my palms for traces
of orange paint, I reflected that this would be an excellent story that some
undergraduate would inevitably include in his Survey of Western Art II course,
decades in the future. If there’s one thing art historians love, it’s an artist in
crisis. Authors relish in relating stories of creators suffering a horrible blow,
physical, or psychological, and creating great masterpieces in spite of their
adversity. Because of their adversity.
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“Red Lion” (The First Drawing)
Rex Hausmann - 2015 - Ink on paper

My conversations with Rex are always enthusiastic with many high-fives peppered throughout. He never fails to strike up a conversation with the staff at a
restaurant and the tacit agreement that Uber drivers do not speak to their passengers is unheeded by Rex Hausmann. When I visited New York to see Rex’s
work, we never had a conversation about the event that inspired Red Lion,
but there was a lot of interest in my Pokémon Go game. Rex was fascinated
when I pointed out all the other players on the street, eyes locked on their
phone, catching Charmanders on “community day.” The idea of a collaborative project uniting people of all ages and races to collect colorful creatures,
invisible to the naked eye, seemed to relate to his underlying thesis of “The
New Ephesus.” He kept pushing me to mention the game in my introductory
essay for his book. (“Not a chance,” I told him more than once.)
Interaction, cooperation, collaborative fun and a fervent faith, these are the
things that are evident in Rex and his work. It’s strange how in the art world
there is more focus on trauma than on faith. I’ve read many a peer-reviewed
essay on Leonardo’s sexuality, disabilities, and personality failings, but little
about his religious beliefs. Rex’s work buzzes with color and humor but also
with a sacred respect for Christianity and the Church. His life is clearly driven
by his faith and his friendships, not by a single painful trauma in Forsyth Park.
The shooting surely has made an impact on his life, but we friends of Rex
know that he is driven by positivity and humor, not by obsessive despair hidden from the eyes of all but the keenest of art historians poring over his work
for visual evidence of a familiar diagnosis. Red Lion might have been the only
work facing the wall when Rex was preparing for this show, but the searing
yellow eyes and snarling teeth are overwhelmed in the elegant optimism of
“The New Ephesus.”
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Time
Under
the
Sun:
Notes on Saint-Denis and The Visitors
by Rex Hausmann

For Day of the Dead
Catrina Ball 2018 at The San Antonio
Central Public Library
Special thanks to my family my friends
the studios at the Hausmann Millworks and special thanks to Ramiro
and Xitlalt Herrera - Salazar.

“Color Burst at St. Denis”
Rex Hausmann - 2018
Paint on canvas with San Antonio tile- 48” x 48”
Erik and Dacia Hausmann Collection
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Let me open by saying waking up in
the morning is a very big deal, especially when you almost haven’t. Recently I was checked into the hospital
after taking a short bike ride with my
brother. I had finished a luncheon with
friends and simply ran out of energy.
We went to my brother’s house that
wasn’t very far. I asked my brother if
I could lay down to take a quick nap,
something very uncommon for me in
the middle of the day. That afternoon
we would check into the ER with the
signs of the flu. It wasn’t the flu at all,
it was sepsis due to a flare up from a
previous injury 3 years ago, very serious business. This check-in would start
the beginning of the past three weeks.
This time has given a reassessment of
many things, ending mostly in enjoying some time in the sun with my family and friends and enjoying just being
alive.
“The Light Inside”
Rex Hausmann - 2018
Paint on canvas - 96” x 24”
Kohnen Collection
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The cause, for this hospital visit is linked to an incident in 2015 which was beyond my control and almost ended my life. Now in 2018 an infection caused
by the former condition relapse almost ended my life again. That being said
and in preparation for The Day of the Dead, I believe that this world and the
next are connected by a very thin thread. Almost like a silken spiders string.
One world exists alongside the next quite in sync with the other and in some
cases quite aware of the other. In my stay in the hospital two weeks ago,
that thread was approached one night with three visitors. The visitors were
my grandfather, Rod Gonzales. Joyce Robinson and Richard Teitz. All three of
these people have gone to the next world. My grandfather Rod had a joy of
old cars that he constantly rebuilt in his garage. I could tell it was him because
he was wearing his dark green jaeger jacket ( jaeger means “hunter” in German) that my father now owns and wears when it’s cold. He was also wearing
a German hunting cap and he had his black thick-rimmed glasses. He said to
me “Wait till you see the cars I’m working on up here!”
Joyce Robinson was the next visitor. In life she was the Executive Director of
the Marie Walsh Sharpe Art Foundation in New York City also known as “Artist to Artist” and now after her passing is called The Sharpe– Walentas Studio
Program. She was the director for 35 years and was a close friend and mentor.
I kept in touch with Joyce for a better part of a decade sharing many dinners
in New York after
visiting Open Studios at The Sharp Foundation in D.U.M.B.O. Joyce had always
wanted me to go to France, to experience SCAD Lacoste, something I was
able to experience during my Masters of Fine Arts degree with The Savannah
College of Art and Design. In 2015 when I called to inform Joyce of the trip
to France her daughter answered the phone and told me that she had passed
away a few weeks earlier. When she visited me in the hospital with Rod and
Richard she said: “Great job on your new work on St Denis. Keep on going.”
She would always close our many chats with “Rex, your one in a million kiddo.
Keep on going” something I always appreciated.
The third visitor was Richard Teitz. No stranger to the San Antonio art community Richard was beloved to many and helped for many years in the building of
the studio program’s exhibition space at The Hausmann Millworks. The night
he visited he was wearing neon green running shoes and a green jogging hat
as if he had just finished a run. He had his back to me, looking at the Basilica
of St Denis, as did the other visitors and said: “Rex, your St Denis series is
great, so get back to it.”.

“The Visitors: The Spirits from St. Denis”
Rex Hausmann - 2018
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In that dream, or peek into the other side, all three visitors spoke with me.
Each one talking to me briefly, and to each other as if visiting old friends.
They wished me well... The three of them were there looking at the rooftop
of Saint-Denis, from the hotel room in which I stayed this past Spring while
outside of Paris in the Saint-Denis township. This visitation was on the night
when the strongest of the medications was kicking in and doing its job of killing off the infection that was in my leg. I remember my mom and my dad by
my bedside holding hands and praying as I slipped into a sleep. In that sleep,
I can tell you a great picture was present like a purplish blue mist on a foggy
day in some harbor.
My favorite days are rainy days, gray overcast and a little cool so the setting
was calming. In this particular instance, there was only the gray fog akin to
Monet’s painting: “Impression, Soleil Levant” (1872), only this time St-Denis
was the center of attention.

“Impression, Soleil Levant” Claude Monet - 1872
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The rest of the installation I have been
working on since I arrived back from
France this past Spring and from a
residency at The Sheen Center NYC.
I’m preparing for a solo show in 2019
opening May 30, 2019 in New York
City at the Sheen Center NYC with a
group show down the street at The
All Things Project in Greenwich Village
of The Millworks artists, some friends
from NYC and other artists from San
Antonio opening June 1, 2019.
In this installation, their references to
the three stacked rhinos at Astor Place
called “The Last Three” (2018) by artists Gillie and Marc. In this sculpture,
you see three rhinos stacked on top of
each other a symbol for the last three
white rhinos on earth. You see this referenced in the sculpture called “Generations: Infinity Column” (2018) something I had worked on and drawings in
New York City and now at home with
my brother and a 3D printer. Erik and I
have collaborated on art together since
2005, his love of music and technology
always finds its way into some art project. He helped in this installation!

“The Rhinos at Astor Place”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Acrylic on panel
9” x 7” - Redding Collection
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This representation of “Generations:
Infinity Column” is not the final form.
The final sculpture will be in clay referencing Archbishop Fulton Sheen’s
book Treasure in Clay: The Autobiography of Fulton J. Sheen and also taking
the form of three small Texas wooden
churches that you see in small Texas
towns ... a kind of simplified Gothic
style all stacked on top of each other like Constantin Brancusi’s sculpture
“Infinite Column” (1918). “Generations” is literally meaning one generation after the next keeps reinvesting
in the next, in an infinite column that
which forms our human history.
On the back wall, you’ll see a light
installation called “Harmony and Radiance” (2018). Simply put this, light
spray is a representation to the rose
window at Saint-Denis. This window
must be experienced in person. When I
first experienced it, I was left breathless
and to this day am trying to figure out
how to articulate what I experienced
at St Denis. The man responsible for
St Denis is Abbot Suger the man in
charge of the redesign of St Denis in
1140 AD.

Special Thanks to Mike Imbimbo and his
son Lee for clay work on “Generations:
Infinity Column” and to my brother Erik
for 3D Printing, and to Kelly Lockwood at
The Millworks studios for the light colab.
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“Generations: Infinity Column” Rex Hausmann - 2018 - 3D Print with light - 7” x 4” x 14”
Samandi Collection
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In Abbot Suger’s book On the Abbey Church of Saint-Denis and It’s Art Treasures (1140-1141 AD) edited and translated by Erwin Panofsky, Abbot Suger
said this:
“The whole material universe becomes a big light composed of countless
small ones as of so many lanterns; every perceptible thing, man-made or natural, becomes a symbol of that which is not perceptible, a stepping stone on
the road to heaven; the human mind, abandoning itself to the “harmony and
radiance” Which is the creation of terrestrial beauty... finds itself “guided
upwards” to the transcendent cause of this “harmony and radiance” which
is God.
The last piece is a painting called “Color Burst” (2018). The painting is on
three panels all joined. The painting tries to focus on a particular instance
when I was hit with an overwhelming sense of wonder looking at the blue
rose window in the Basilica of Saint-Denis. This past Spring I was traveling
with my family in Europe. When I visited Saint-Denis, after reading many
books on Gothic architecture and studying the structure of Saint-Denis and
the writings of Abbot Sugar, I was hit with pure amazement. Rarely does theory lineup with reality. In the case of the Basilica of Saint-Denis, the burial place
of the Kings and Queens of France, Abbott Sugar hit the nail on the head.
His intentions of working with the best people, the most skilled craftsmen of
the 12th century paid off. With The Abbey of St Denis, Abbot Suger started
Gothic architecture. Sugar would start what is to be considered a whole new
movement of architecture and thought that affects us even today. This can be
seen in the most magnificent form at the Duomo di Milano... Or the Duomo
of Milan, Italy. The cathedral that was started in 1386 and recently finished in
1965. Almost 600 years in the making, think of how many generations that
took.
Each and every day is a gift from God. You aren’t necessarily promised another
one. When I woke up, had a business lunch and rode a bike with my brother.
Little did I know that that afternoon I would be checked into the hospital with
symptoms of the flu, and ending up for 2 weeks in the hospital undergoing
vascular surgery. Thanks to my brother, who literally saved my life by checking
me into the hospital, I’m writing this paper. Little did we know I was about 12
hours away from death. BUT it wasn’t my time, thankfully. Joyfully embrace
each day, because you aren’t promised a next one. Love life to its fullest and
enjoy your time under the sun.
- Rex Hausmann (2018)
“Light Burst at St. Denis”
Rex Hausmann - 2018 - Acrylic on aluminum with wood
44” x 36” - Molinar Collection
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Generations
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Where the Bridge Leads:
Collective Consciousness 2019

Art displayed, curated and hung in a public space - a Credit Union, 6 days a week, during normal
business hours. 100% of the sales go to the artists. An opening free of charge, given for the
artists and for the community. A full color catalogue, designed and printed as a take away for
the visitors to enjoy. A community of artists showing what they do to the community at large. A
collective of a consciousness. A wonderful event to remember.
Special thanks to Credit Human South Town, to all the artists, and to the Hausmann Millworks
and to our studios for all your efforts. Special thanks to Editor Carrie Nelson for her help on this
book. Special thanks to The Sheen Center for Thought and Culture and The All Things Project
NYC and to my family and friends. Special thanks to editor Carrie Nelson for her help on this
book.
Rex Hausmann D.V.
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